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AN INTRODUCTION: AGAINST THE TIDE OF REASON

THE LATTER HALF OF THE nineteenth century witnessed an over-
whelming proliferation of developments in science and industry. The
seeds sown by the Enlightenment had given rise to a host of techno-
logical advancements, many of which were to have far-reaching con-
sequences in the hundred years to follow. As the second wave of the
industrial revolution swept across Europe and America, new discov-
eries and theories were emerging that promised to revolutionize the
conception of the origin of life and the nature of the human mind.
No secret seemed beyond humanity’s grasp.

Yet alongside the advancing tide of reason—and sometimes deeply
intermingled with it—there was a commensurate surge of interest in
all things spiritual, mystical, and occult. Whether this renewed fas-
cination represented a reaction against rationalism, or whether it
proceeded from a belief that the mysteries of existence would soon
yield to the tools of reason is open to debate. A claim could be made,
however, that the imaginative advances of the physical sciences had
left mankind in a reduced, contingent position. The rapid strides in
astronomy and physics made in the prior century had already left
the old heliocentric model of the universe on history’s scrap heap;
the emergence of Charles Darwin’s theories now threatened to de-
pose humanity from its starring role in God’s divine creation. No
longer the center of the universe, humanity was suddenly confronted
with the image of itself as the product of a mindless and ongoing evo-
lutionary process, creeping along on a minor planet in a vast and
uncaring cosmos, with possibly no Creator in sight.

Beneath the certainties espoused by the rationalists, a deepening
unease about mankind’s newly diminished status could be seen in
the development of the Romantic movement. In both fiction and the
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visual arts, images began to arise of a world brought face to face with
terror, radical doubt, and elemental chaos. In the work of painters such
as Caspar David Friedrich, J. M. W. Turner, and Théodore Géricault,
we confront a vision of humanity rendered impotent before the vast,
impersonal forces of nature. The 1818 publication of Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus provided the world with
an indelible image of the potentially horrifying consequences of man-
kind’s arrogance, one that still retains its potency and relevance.
By the end of the century, literary works such as Joseph Conrad’s
Heart of Darkness and Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw would
demonstrate certainties of every kind being called into question and
found wanting, not least by a destabilizing narrative technique fore-
grounded by the immediacy of the storytelling—that is, by its clear
status as storytelling. The self-propelling voice, flickering from mo-
ment to moment between alternatives that ironize the concepts of
“reality” and “truth,” positions us within the impossibility of any
decisive location: an embodiment of that “contradiction” claimed by
the members of the obscure artistic movement known as Das Beben
to be the essential component of any valid artistic process.

DAS BEBEN: A LOST HISTORY

In the complex tapestry of nineteenth-century Europe, the history
of Das Beben (The Tremor) could be seen as a stray thread that has
come loose and fallen away from the main body. From its first incar-
nation in Mannheim, Germany, in the 1850s, to the disastrous end
of its second manifestation in southern England four decades later,
the group would seem no more than a minor footnote to the artistic
developments of the late 1800s. Even the most dedicated scholar would
be hard-pressed to identify any books of art history that acknowledge
Das Beben or any of its unfortunate members. Beyond a handful of
brief references to their work that turn up in the writing of more
notable historical figures of the time, there is virtually no credible
record of the group’s existence.

Were it not for the curious position Das Beben occupied in relation
to the century that was to follow, along with the odd circumstances
surrounding its near total effacement from history, there would ini-
tially seem to be little of interest in the group other than a collection of
lurid details. What few accounts exist are incomplete and contradic-
tory, characterized by disturbing episodes that belong more properly
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to the realm of fiction than to historical fact. Yet when the frayed and
scattered strands of the Das Beben story are rewoven, a strange and
fascinating picture emerges—a picture that, much like the work of its
members, is filled with shifting outlines and unsettling significance.

Research into an art movement that deliberately cultivated an air of
hermeticism, and which even at the height of its activity was barely
known outside a few small circles of artists, writers, and eccentrics,
poses a significant challenge—one exacerbated by the fact that, with
the exception of a single painting that has been locked away for de-
cades, all the group’s work has been destroyed or lost. Indeed, it would
not be an exaggeration to say that the concrete instances of the work
of Das Beben seem to have been withdrawn from history’s scrutiny
at the exact moment of the group’s being revealed to it—almost as
though its existence had been deliberately expunged from the his-
torical record by some agency that sought to insulate reality from
its members’ images and ideas. Faced with such an absence of docu-
mentation, we have attempted to fill in the story with such fragments
as we have been able to locate—references found in private journals
and correspondence, along with the occasional review or commen-
tary from publications of the time. Given the nature of what they
reveal, it is perhaps peculiarly appropriate that these ephemera com-
prise the only means of access to Das Beben.

ORIGINS

The history of the group begins in 1851, at the Schmidt-Bauern Kunst-
akademie in Mannheim, Germany, a city noted for both its industry
and its liberality. It was here that a group of rebellious young artists
first coalesced around the charismatic Reinhold von Kreitz, a recent-
ly appointed professor of painting who, almost from the moment of
his arrival in the city, stirred rumor, speculation, and the suspicion
of political subversion. However, the professor’s artistic and moral
trans-gressions were to prove of much greater significance than his
politics.

In some ways, the history of Das Beben may be read as the story of
Reinhold von Kreitz: a bizarre, fantastical figure who might have
sprung from some tale by E. T. A. Hoffmann. Of von Kreitz’s early
years, little is known; born sometime around 1807 in or near Vienna,
he had apprenticed as a typesetter before taking up a career in the arts.
A brief and unhappy marriage, terminated by the sudden death of his
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wife, Alma, was succeeded by a long period of wandering throughout
France and northern Europe. In the course of his travels, von Kreitz
encountered a wide array of radical thinkers, writers, and artists, and
by the early 1830s, he was in possession of a considerable body of
knowledge concerning painting, philosophy, and metaphysics. The
year 1832 found him in the Netherlands, where he conducted an
intense study of the work of the mysterious seventeenth-century
Dutch painter Geoffrey Schalken, of whom so little is known. It was
during this time that von Kreitz began to formulate many of his
unorthodox theories regarding the as yet untapped potentialities of
painting.1

Perhaps reflecting the influence of Kant and other post-Enlighten-
ment philosophers on early nineteenth-century thought, von Kreitz
was convinced that the world revealed through our visual perception
represented a profound falsification, a barrier that concealed a deeper,
truer reality. Perceiving this more fundamental reality, and recording
some essence of what might be glimpsed there, was the task of the
true artist—an act that could only be achieved through a rigorous
process of “unseeing.” To accomplish this, it was necessary that the
distorting screen of physical reality be systematically broken down
in order to free one’s vision from the tyranny of mere appearance. For
von Kreitz, the failure of conventional painting was not simply that
it continually falsified through its means of representation of the
world, but that the very thing it was attempting to represent was
itself already a lie, an obfuscating veil that must be breached, by any
and all means.

VON KREITZ & EDMUND MOORASH

Certain of von Kreitz’s singular ideas about painting appear to have
been informed by the work of the American painter Edmund Moorash,
whom von Kreitz had met on a journey to London in 1834. The two
had met by chance at a salon in Kensington hosted by the unfortunate
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1Von Kreitz was deeply influenced by the palpable sense of foreboding that emanated
from Schalken’s paintings, a quality perhaps most clearly manifested in the painter’s
meisterwerke, the profoundly unsettling portrait of his first love, Rose Velderkaust.
Indeed, it was in connection with Schalken’s painting that von Kreitz came to for-
mulate the most infamous of his mysterious dictums, “That which cannot be seen,
must be seen” (Das, was nicht zu sehen ist, was gesehen werden muss). This some-
what cryptic utterance was to form the central aesthetic principle of Das Beben
through both of its subsequent incarnations.
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and now-forgotten painter Henry Mitre.2 What particularly im-
pressed von Kreitz was a certain odd sense of dislocation—what he
called “a lack of contact”—in Moorash’s notebook sketches for
William Pinney (1829) and the rough, wild violence of the drawings
toward Rat Krespel (1835), a painting then still in progress.3 After dis-
covering their mutual appreciation for the disgraced Mitre’s work,
the two men had fallen into intense conversation and found that their
artistic goals shared many elements. “Painting as painting,” said
Moorash, “yet painting as possession too.” “Contradiction,” murmured
von Kreitz, to which Moorash replied, “Yes, that is the next step.”4

Over the next several years, Moorash and von Kreitz maintained a
sporadic correspondence. For von Kreitz, Moorash’s intransigent and
revolutionary vision represented a different—though superficially
bolder—approach to a common goal. Moorash did not attempt to
unravel the world directly, as von Kreitz would; rather, the “lack of
contact” and “violence” found in the work of the American painter
were created by careful and constant adjustment of the means nec-
essary to produce the desired effect in the viewer’s perception. While
it seems clear that Moorash did not share von Kreitz’s metaphysical
leanings, his ability to produce such effects, especially in the last
phase of his career, suggests something of this same ability to violate
not only painterly convention but the act of seeing itself.5
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2Mitre, a painter of virtuosic but somewhat claustrophobic still-life compositions, had
fallen in love with his landlady’s thirteen-year-old son; things proceeded badly and the
painter was eventually beaten to death in the street.
3The catalog from a 1988 exhibition of Moorash’s work provides the following descrip-
tion of the painting, which is based on Hoffmann’s tale of the same name:

What is striking, however, is not the careful rendering of detail but
precisely the opposite: the furious distortion of details as they are
swept up into lines of force, the deliberate and expressive blurring of
form. Thus the streaming of Krespel’s hair and coat is seen in the
violins, which in the dark radiance of the candlelight seem to writhe
like snakes, and the ripple of the fluttering band of crepe is seen
in the curve of the piano’s music rack, while the piano itself appears
to be dissolving into reddish darkness. The effect is of a center of
violent energy diffusing itself throughout the entire painting . . .
Despite such distortions, the painting retains a number of illusionist
features, such as definite, though at times ambiguous, perspectival
lines.

4As reported in von Kreitz’s letter of April 30, 1841, to his second wife, Theresa, who
died in 1845 as the result of an accident in the artist’s studio.
5According to Heinz Schallert’s The Art of Southern Germany (1931), in 1850 von
Kreitz made his only visit to America, specifically for the purpose of seeing Moorash’s
posthumous exhibition at the Fogg Museum in Cambridge, Massachusetts. In his
journals, von Kreitz wrote, in his inexact English, “I give my utter praise to Moorash.
He has seen the sacred process to be in violation of the inviolable.”
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MANNHEIM, 1851

It was not long after his appointment to the Kunstakademie that the
magnetic von Kreitz began to attract a following. He had come to
Mannheim for its intrinsic orderliness and its focus on manufactur-
ing and mechanics; for von Kreitz, the city’s rational, mechanistic
worldview was precisely the quality that rendered it an ideal location
for the forces he described as “the engines of the irrational” to flour-
ish and gain power.6 The generative tension produced by a force giv-
ing rise to its opposite was a necessary component of the energies
von Kreitz believed were required to “tear the veil asunder.” In the
notes for one of his earliest lectures at the Akademie, he asserts:
“contradiction is the essential principle of that elemental and final
reality we can but glimpse.”

During what proved to be a short tenure at the Kunstakademie,
von Kreitz created an atmosphere of contention in the otherwise
staid institution. Unpredictable and short-tempered, he generated con-
troversy as a matter of course. His lectures were lively, even chaotic
affairs in which he would frequently wander far afield from mundane
matters such as perspective and human anatomy, assaulting his be-
wildered students with lengthy disquisitions on philosophy, mathe-
matics, physics, and other less identifiable disciplines.7

Given this sort of behavior, it did not take long before von Kreitz
began to draw unwelcome attention from the directors of the Akad-
emie. Confronted with increasing interference and censure from the
school’s officials, von Kreitz, in a typically flamboyant move, abruptly
resigned his position. Taking up residence in the Blue Goose, an old
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6The city’s history is strongly associated with industrial development. Referred to as
“the city of grids,” because of the rectilinear layout of its streets, Mannheim is the
birthplace of two of the defining (and perhaps oppositional) mechanisms of modern-
ity: the bicycle (invented by Karl Freiherr von Drais in 1871) and the first working
automobile (constructed by Karl Benz in 1885).
7In a letter to a friend, Jakob Metzger, a student at the Akademie during von Kreitz’s
tenure, writes of the frequently bizarre assertions to which the professor was prone:

I confess I often wonder if the man is not mad. He spouts the most
absurd notions and continually makes impossible claims regarding
his own abilities. Only yesterday, he flew into a rage when asked the
most innocent of questions by M____, stating, “The eye is the great-
est enemy of the true artist. Indeed, the most advisable course I could
offer you were that you pluck those glassy, sightless orbs from your
head, rather than wandering about sketching churches and hay fields.
At least then you might have earned for yourself some slight chance
of actually seeing.”
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rathskeller in the poorest quarter of the city, he began presenting
impromptu lectures on painting and a variety of other subjects to
anyone who cared to listen, using a back room of the tavern as his
informal lecture hall. These lectures, which were known to continue
until long after midnight, soon began to draw an unlikely audience
from Mannheim’s more disreputable citizens. Thieves, beggars, mad-
men, would-be revolutionaries, defrocked clergy—all seemed to dis-
cover a powerful attraction in von Kreitz’s curious pedagogy, and
before long the Blue Goose had become a hub of unruly activity.

The inner core of what was to become the first incarnation of Das
Beben consisted of a group of young painters from the Akademie
who had fallen under von Kreitz’s spell. Of these, four were most
prominent: Lutz Schlicke, Busso Hobemuss, Franz Veertz, and per-
haps the most talented of the group, Klaus-Maria Klappenburg, a
handsome, voluble young troublemaker from Baden-Baden.8 These
four were always in attendance at von Kreitz’s lectures, and it was
not long before they had taken up residence alongside their master in
the rooms above the tavern, which had essentially become Das
Beben’s center of operations.

THE DAS BEBEN AESTHETIC

Any discussion of the visual style of a group of painters whose entire
output appears to have been wiped from existence confronts the
researcher with obvious problems. The available information about
Das Beben’s work exists only in a handful of descriptions written by
artists and critics of the time who had seen the work firsthand and
were either moved or disturbed enough by the experience to write
about it. However, through a careful analysis of this material, it is
possible to make some general observations regarding the unique
visual sensibilities of the group’s Mannheim incarnation, as well as
the peculiar ethos and methodologies that informed their work.

From the very start, the Das Beben painters were deeply preoccu-
pied with a radical reimagining of the capabilities of visual art. In
line with von Kreitz’s singular ideology, they utterly rejected the idea
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8Klappenburg had abandoned his family’s Catholicism and was searching for a wider,
more explanatory faith. Of the group, Klappenburg was perhaps the most devoted to
von Kreitz, and was often heard to quote his master’s formulation, “The to-be-
explained is always that which escapes explanation” (Die zu erklaeren ist immer,
dass der Austritt erklaert).
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of painting as mere representation. The only true role of the visual
arts, they believed, was to function as a conduit to higher orders of
existence, to reveal what lay “beyond the dull walls of sight.”

To this end, the group brought a fierce rigor to every aspect of a
painting’s creation, from the medium’s most basic aspects—such as
the grinding of pigments and the preparation of the canvas—to the
development of a complicated set of principles governing composi-
tion, lighting, and even the specific angles from which certain objects
ought to be represented.9 In their obsessive quest for greater control,
much research was undertaken regarding the obscure chemical prop-
erties of various pigments, and the group continually experimented
with complex formulations of the relationship between color, com-
position, and perspective.10

Through the precise manipulation of these elements, von Kreitz
and his disciples were convinced they could produce paintings that
would “unlock the doors” to hidden dimensions of being. An artist
armed with such knowledge—and who was also possessed of an “in-
domitable will”—could create artworks that would function as a
kind of gateway to regions that lay beyond human understanding,
giving the artist access to the primordial forces that governed all
existence.11
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9In developing these principles, the group appeared to have borrowed widely from a
hodgepodge of disparate philosophic and esoteric traditions, from Arthur Schopen-
hauer’s On the Will in Nature to the writings of the Swiss alchemist Paracelsus.
Through the mastery and application of these rules, along with the development of an
interior process the group’s members referred to as “true seeing,” an artist would gain
the ability to generate images capable of producing profound alterations in the con-
sciousness of the beholder—and, perhaps, in reality itself.
10In his years of study, von Kreitz had rigorously educated himself in the nature and
origins of pigments, and had used his time at the Akademie to further his research.
The same Jakob Metzger who had been so unsettled by von Kreitz’s pronouncements
was even more dismayed to find himself pressed into service along with the other stu-
dents, who were set to grinding the shells of South American beetles in order to create
a pigment similar to carmine. On other occasions the students were charged with
burning great quantities of raw umber, which was subsequently reduced in a mixture
of bile and acid to obtain an unappealing reddish-brown hue, while the bones of swallows
were charred to ashes, exposed to the light of the waning moon, then compounded
with the extracts of certain resinous plants to create an unusually impenetrable black.
These inscrutable operations were always overseen by von Kreitz, who chanted out
complex mathematical equations while beating time on the floor with his massive
oak walking stick.
11Around the beginning of 1855, the group appeared to have become especially fixated
upon the idea that, by placing a sufficient number of such images into highly specific
visual and spatial arrangements with each other, a kind of circuit would be created,
allowing primordial energies to flow freely into and reshape our world—a process they
referred to as “opening the way.” On the back of his painting Dweller on the
Threshold (1852), Schlicke had scrawled the following:
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In terms of subject matter, the work of Das Beben tended toward
the mystical, even macabre.12 The German (as well as the later British)
incarnation of the group was unquestionably influenced to some
degree by artists whose names have long been associated with the
darker or more mysterious aspects of existence, such as Henry Fuseli,
Francisco Goya, and Gustave Doré. The work of William Blake
seems to have made a significant impression on the group, particu-
larly the poet’s Marriage of Heaven and Hell (though perhaps more
in terms of Blake’s text than his imagery). Das Beben also acknowl-
edged debts to lesser-known artists such as the aforementioned
Schalken; the darkly unsettling Edmund Moorash; and mysterious,
visionary outsider artist H. Friedrich Ahnfeldt.13 Interpretations of
scenes from mythology, legend, and folklore were a popular motif,
one perhaps epitomized by Klappenburg’s The Glance, his transfix-
ing portrayal of Eurydice on her doomed passage from the under-
world. Works such as Veertz’s Lake of the Siren and Hobemuss’s The
Ivory Gate, with their disorienting perspectives and inhuman sense
of scale, clearly link Das Beben (at least superficially) with the earlier
Romantic movement as well as the work of various painters associ-
ated with Symbolism, among them James Ensor, Alfred Kubin, and
Odilon Redon.14

From a purely visual standpoint, the work of Das Beben does not ap-
pear to have been defined by a specific visual aesthetic. Based on the
available accounts, its members’ paintings diverged wildly in appear-
ance, formal technique, and style, from “nightmarish regions of al-
most palpable malevolence,” as Franz von Dingelstedt described
the brownish, depopulated landscapes of Schlicke, to shattered,
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Place the Weights, total the Angles in their proper Orbits, and let the
Pictures speak, each in its own fashion; then the Veils shall be torn
asunder, and the Light shall stream in, transforming all it touches.

12Though by no means exclusively; many canvases were quite pedestrian in their
depiction of various nondescript sections of Mannheim.
13Very little is known about Ahnfeldt, a devout, uneducated carpenter from Bavaria
who had begun painting a series of strange, unearthly images following the joint sui-
cide of his son and daughter. Almost all of Ahnfeldt’s paintings had been confiscated
and burnt by his local church following his death, but von Kreitz had managed to
come into possession of one small canvas, the infamous Supplicant in the Red Forest,
n.d., which he would allow only the innermost circle of the group to view.
14Certainly, the centrality of the principle of “contradiction” that lay at the heart of
Das Beben could be seen as a radical expansion upon the theme of psychological split-
ting or doubling so often associated with Romanticism. However, care must be taken
to not overemphasize such connections. The aspirations of Das Beben were funda-
mentally different from those of other movements of the period, and in many aspects,
totally unique.
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turbulent compositions that prefigure by many decades twentieth-
century painting’s leap into abstraction.

What the group’s paintings did share was something that was harder
to articulate, but which seems to be connected with a feeling that
emanated from them—a quality of atmosphere or affect that, from
a conventional perspective, would be difficult to attribute to a static
visual representation. Individuals as disparate in their tastes as the
poet and critic Heinrich Heine and the painter Carl Gustav Carus
both make note of a powerful, almost vertiginous sensation of move-
ment in the work, along with subtle, hard-to-define distortions of per-
spective that combined to produce “an inexplicable cojoining of near
and far.”15

A somewhat clearer (if negatively framed) impression of Das
Beben’s visual sensibility during its early years can be found in an
attack on the group published in 1853. Shortly following a visit to
Mannheim, Young Germany’s Heinrich Laube published a pamphlet
called “The Scent of Demons” (Der Duft von Dämonen). In it, Laube
writes:

To locate “impulses” toward visionary suggestions of the
unseen, and a related capacity to portray “actual movement”
in the work of von Kreitz and Klappenburg is to delude one-
self deliberately about the limitations of painting itself, how-
ever blurred its outlines, however murky its colorations.
Chiaroscuro, which Herr Hauff’s16 beloved von Kreitz takes
to such gloomy extremes, can be suggestive only up to a
point and is not, cannot be, will never be a signpost to an
altered form of either painting or reality.

More negative criticism, this time from the far more conventional
painter Hans Thoma, who had seen von Kreitz’s work quite early in
his career, illuminates another important and curious aspect of Das
Beben that cannot be overstated: the extent to which the work invited
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15Heine claimed that the work of the Das Beben painters generated the terrible sensa-
tion that the images were invisibly in motion. As reported in his Table Talk, Vol. I,
the poet felt himself initially fascinated, then repelled by this phenomenon: “With
Professor von Kreitz and his slavish followers, I grew increasingly dismayed. Behind
this appalling illusion of movement, I feared to discover the snake’s head of actual
movement.”

Of von Kreitz’s work, Carus, a former student of Caspar David Friedrich, writes:
“[the paintings] spoke always of the dream-darkness that is ever to be found lurking
within the structures of the prosaic, the postman’s blue uniform, the shop’s many-
colored jars, the rain-slick’d cobbles at night, the bobolink’s fixed eye. It is here we
find evidence of the instability of the general.”
16Apparently a reference to poet and novelist Wilhelm Hauff.
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the hostility of the viewer—and apparently returned it. Of von Kreitz’s
Study at Dusk (1854), Thoma observes: “At first viewing, this work
appeared so delicate, so much a matter of things old and ordinary
glimpsed through a typical Mannheim fog. In retrospect, the canvas
produced the profoundly unsettling sensation that it was somehow
laughing at me behind my back. An ugly, contemptuous jeering
seemed to ring in my ears.”

THE FIRST FIRE

It did not take long for strange rumors about von Kreitz and his fol-
lowers’ unorthodox activities to circulate throughout Mannheim.
With displeasure and growing alarm, the Akademie and the local
government observed that the most dubious and questionable ele-
ments of their otherwise orderly city were gathered at all hours at
the Blue Goose, where they appeared to be engaged in activities that
had very little to do with the visual arts.17

Before the authorities could decide on any course of action, fate
took matters into its own hands. Late one April evening in 1855, the
rathskeller burst into flame. The source of the fire remains un-
known, though one witness claimed it began in the inn’s meeting
room, which von Kreitz and his disciples had taken to using as a kind
of private salon in which to display their work. According to local
accounts, a sour “vegetal” odor, mingled with the stench of rot, had
permeated the area around the tavern just prior to the start of the
conflagration. The fire proved stubbornly difficult to extinguish, and
nearly everyone inside succumbed. If von Kreitz and his followers
had indeed been granted some revelation, the cost had been pun-
ishingly high. Of the Das Beben inner circle, only von Kreitz and
Klappenburg survived, and they were able to shed little light on the
catastrophe. Burns and smoke inhalation had left the former student
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17The proprietor of the city’s oldest bookstore told an acquaintance, who had passed
the story along to his priest, that while browsing his shelves of ancient writings, a
fresh-faced, arrogant young student named Klappenburg had boasted that Professor
von Kreitz was providing instruction in the works of Cornelius Agrippa—in particu-
lar, Of Magical Ceremonies, published in 1565. “And why is he doing that?” asked
the bookseller. Klappenburg replied, “To glance behind the veil. To arouse the tremor.”
“For what purpose?” inquired the bookseller. “Afterwards, bookseller, nothing shall
remain the same,” answered Klappenburg. “That, I promise you. Nothing, not in any
realm.” [Otto Kleinhans, Written on Sand: A Bookseller’s Melancholy Journey
(Mannheim: privately printed, 1873).]
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unable to communicate; he could not speak, could barely see, and
the burns to his head were so severe that he had apparently been
rendered deaf. Left to the care of his wealthy family, Klappenburg
lingered on in a kind of half-life for several more years until his death
in 1859.

As for von Kreitz, no records have come to light regarding his
whereabouts and activities in the eight years that followed the de-
struction of the rathskeller. It is as though he vanished, like a dis-
agreeable dream, into thin air.

INTERLUDE: KRANKHELM ISLAND

Von Kreitz does not reappear again until 1863, when he turns up on
a remote, desolate spit of land in the Baltic Sea known as Krankhelm
Island. On Krankhelm, he seems to have maintained a long period of
relative anonymity and near total solitude. His once commanding
appearance was a memory; the fire had left him badly scarred on his
face, chest, and legs, and he was barely able to stand upright. Damage
to his lungs and vocal cords had reduced his voice to a harsh, ugly
whisper. A bent, wizened, somewhat grotesque figure who was wide-
ly shunned by the locals, von Kreitz nevertheless retained some ves-
tiges of his old glamor: Occasionally, some member of the press would
arrive on Krankhelm to seek out the infamous founder of “The
Tremor” in the hopes of securing a lurid tale for his or her readership.
Von Kreitz’s isolation was also alleviated by periodic visits from
scholars of the esoteric who came in search of his private library, a
collection of hundreds of volumes of hermetic lore that he had some-
how amassed in the years following the disaster in Mannheim. Many
of these books were highly obscure works of occult philosophy and
alchemy of which only a few copies were known to exist.

Von Kreitz had also resumed painting, producing during his years
on the island a series of small, intensely dark canvases that he referred
to as “Disconsolations.” These works, which the painter Odilon
Redon would later describe as “more absences than paintings,”18
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18Von Kreitz appears to have had a powerful effect on the Symbolist painter, who
encountered several of the “Disconsolations” during a brief stay on the Baltic coast
while serving in the Franco-Prussian War. The lingering effect of these dark, troubling
canvases may have played a role in Redon’s increasing interest with dreamlike subject
matter. A description of Redon’s work in Joris-Karl Huysmans’ À rebours provides
some suggestion, perhaps, of the nature of this influence:
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were highly sought after by a tiny handful of aficionados—composed
for the most part of the same individuals who came to consult von
Kreitz’s unique archive. Visitors to Krankhelm were obliged to take
a small, dismal ferry to the island, hire a wagon driver with a cart,
and traverse ten miles of rocky terrain to the artist’s studio, where
their host’s greeting was invariably unwelcoming.

DAS BEBEN: THE PAINTINGS

With the exception of Hugo Ayling’s The Gathered Clan, all of the work of Das
Beben has been lost or destroyed. In an effort to provide some living sense of
the work, we have created this brief “exhibition” of several representative paint-
ings by members of the movement, cobbling together the limited and incom-
plete references to these works uncovered by our research to create coherent
descriptions in the manner of a museum presentation. While these descriptions
are extrapolations, and necessarily take a degree of creative license, it is hoped
that they will provide a window into the unique visual qualities of the work of
these unorthodox artists.
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Those were the pictures bearing the signature: Odilon Redon. They
held, between their gold-edged frames of unpolished pearwood,
undreamed-of images: a Merovingian-type head, resting upon a cup;
a bearded man, reminiscent both of a Buddhist priest and a public
orator, touching an enormous cannon-ball with his finger; a spider
with a human face lodged in the centre of its body. Then there were
charcoal sketches which delved even deeper into the terrors of fever-
ridden dreams. Here, on an enormous die, a melancholy eyelid winked;
over there stretched dry and arid landscapes, calcinated plains, heav-
ing and quaking ground, where volcanoes erupted into rebellious
clouds, under foul and murky skies; sometimes the subjects seemed
to have been taken from the nightmarish dreams of science, and hark
back to prehistoric times; monstrous flora bloomed on the rocks;
everywhere, in among the erratic blocks and glacial mud, were fig-
ures whose simian appearance—heavy jawbone, protruding brows,
receding forehead, and flattened skull top—recalled the ancestral
head, the head of the first Quaternary Period, the head of man when
he was still fructivorous and without speech, the contemporary
of the mammoth, of the rhinoceros with septate nostrils, and of
the giant bear. These drawings defied classification; unheeding, for the
most part, of the limitations of painting, they ushered in a very spe-
cial type of the fantastic, one born of sickness and delirium.
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Busso Hobemuss
German, 1829–1855

The Ivory Gate
Circa 1855
Oil on canvas

The only member of Das Beben’s first incarnation who was a native of Mann-
heim, Hobemuss had demonstrated little inclination or aptitude for the visual
arts until his teens, when, acting on a schoolmate’s dare, he entered and won
a drawing contest sponsored by the Hartt Gymnasium, his secondary school. His
entry, A Castle in the Clouds Is a Haven to All, was reproduced in the local
paper, Der Morganweb, in February 1846, where it attracted the attention of an
administrator at the Schmidt-Bauern Kunstakademie. Invited to submit a port-
folio to the school, Hobemuss produced a set of drawings that, like Castle in the
Clouds, were intricately detailed renderings of vaguely fantastical cities and
landscapes. At the Akademie, Hobemuss displayed a talent for visual precision
and accuracy, but the conservative atmosphere of the school seemed to inhibit
many of the visionary qualities of his work until he entered von Kreitz’s tutelage.

As part of Das Beben, Hobemuss’s style underwent a profound transforma-
tion, becoming more loose and gestural, even violent, in its handling of paint.
As his work developed, Hobemuss began to represent boundaries between
objects and space in increasingly unconventional ways, sometimes solely
through subtle variations in the texture of the paint itself. His subject matter
moved from fairly conventional studies of landscape and architecture into
images of towering, cyclopean structures that defy any clear sense of time or
scale. In The Ivory Gate (1853), a vertiginous massing of luminous, geometrical
solids threatens to metastasize from the picture plane; the painting fractures
perspective to such a degree that we seem to be inside its surface rather than
in front of it.
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Franz Veertz
German, 1825–1855

Earth’s Siege
1853
Oil on board

Franz Veertz possessed a dark, somewhat Byronic sensibility that no doubt
played a role in his fascination with von Kreitz and Das Beben. Born to the mer-
chant class in Cologne, Veertz had been raised by his widowed grandmother
following the death of his parents in a shipwreck. A natural swordsman, he was
leader of the fencing team while a student at Cologne’s Catholic Gymnasium,
where a pair of dueling scars enhanced his saturnine features and earned him
the nickname “The Prussian.” Seemingly destined for a military career, Veertz
chose to delay his entrance into the army in order to study painting alongside
a boyhood friend, Moritz Waldmüller, who would later become the founder of a
little-known spiritualist movement in Vienna.

Das Beben’s link to the Romantic movement of the early nineteenth century
is seen perhaps most clearly in Veertz’s work; Edmund Burke’s influential 1757
treatise on the sublime had left a strong impression on the young painter, whose
early output consisted of sensual, almost shocking depictions of physical trans-
formation inspired by Ovid’s Metamorphoses, along with phantasmagoric scenes
of storm-wracked landscapes. Earth’s Siege (1853) demonstrates the halluci-
natory intensity the painter was eventually able to achieve through the marriage
of lurid subject matter with an obsessive control of composition. The painting is
remarkable for the unnaturally regular alternation of light and dark across its sur-
face; every visual element, from the turbulent masses of flame-edged black
clouds to the painfully contorted trees, seems to form part of a single, under-
lying pattern that hovers just at the edge of recognition. The effect creates the
curious impression that another image entirely is cleverly camouflaged within
the painting—though of what precisely is unclear. “It sets the head spinning
and the eyes aching,” wrote Hans Thoma. “I cannot bear to look, and yet can-
not seem to tear my gaze away.”
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Lutz Schlicke
German, 1827–1855

Above Bismarck Square
1853
Oil on board

The abhorrent paintings of Lutz Schlicke are among the most disturbing works
produced by the Mannheim group, though it is difficult to say what makes them
so. Schlicke was born in Munich, the son of Gruner Schlicke, a well-known illus-
trator of broadsides and posters, and his wife, Magda, a fortepiano instructor and
amateur mathematician. Though apparently a happy child who often served as a
model for his father’s advertisements, Schlicke seemed to age prematurely as
he entered his teens, becoming increasingly moody and taciturn. Given to sarcasm
on the rare occasions in which he spoke at all, he proved an unpopular student
at the Akademie, where he was fond of studies depicting complex mechanical
contrivances. Schlicke was particularly fascinated with unconventional spatial
geometries and how they might be represented on a two-dimensional surface.

In both style and affect, Schlicke’s work seems to prophesize the arrival of
surrealism over a half century later. His paintings are almost entirely devoid
of human figures, or any living beings whatsoever. His listless depictions of non-
descript spaces in and around Mannheim (expanses of featureless brick walls
were a favorite subject) are rendered in a uniformly burnt palette from which all
vitality seems to have been drained. Though empty of life, there is an almost un-
bearable feeling of claustrophobia in Schlicke’s work. His deserted squares and
oddly flattened intersections feel airless, as though located miles below the
earth’s surface.

Above Bismarck Square shows a slightly elevated view of a residential sec-
tion of Mannheim in the vicinity of the titular landmark. As is typical of Schlicke’s
compositions, there is a subtly disorienting quality to the perspective, as though
multiple angles of view have been seamlessly fused. The city appears dead, like
some sprawling, uninhabited mausoleum: “A world not simply abandoned by
humanity,” Heinrich Heine wrote of the work, “but rather one in which nothing
human has ever existed.” Despite the deserted aspect of the scene, the paint-
ing conveys the unwelcome impression that concealed among the flatly ren-
dered rooftops and avenues, some unspeakable presence is about to emerge
into view. This sensation was so strong that apparently not even the other mem-
bers of Das Beben seemed able to tolerate the painting: “Dear Lutz, you’ve cer-
tainly outdone yourself this time,” Klappenburg is reported to have told Schlicke.
“Whatever sort of pet you’ve tucked away back there, I should hope to be else-
where when it grows tired of hiding!”
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Klaus-Maria Klappenburg
German, 1827–1859

The Fruits of Wrath
Circa 1854
Oil on linen mounted on board

Klaus-Maria Klappenburg was perhaps the most virtuosic painter of the Mann-
heim group. His canvases demonstrate an effortless grasp of the capabilities of
the medium; in his casual mastery of technique, he seems to reveal a kind of
mocking contempt for the viewer. Arrogant, reckless, possessed of almost effem-
inate beauty, Klappenburg was the only son of a wealthy manufacturer from
Baden-Baden. He was expelled from a series of expensive boarding schools
before being at last sent to Mannheim, where his exasperated parents had re-
manded him under the care of his uncle, a former Prussian general, in the hopes
of imparting some discipline (a plan that failed spectacularly). But beneath
Klappenburg’s dissolute habits and fondness for cruel pranks lay a deeply trou-
bled spirit. Subject to frequent, incapacitating attacks of melancholy, Klappen-
burg had attempted suicide on his thirteenth birthday by the grave of his sister
Margrette, who died as an infant.

Klappenburg’s earliest work is marked by a fixation with morbid states of being,
rendered all the more harrowing by his dazzling command of lighting effects and
the uncanny ability to convey extremes of emotion. His painting The Visit, which
Klappenburg painted when he was only eighteen, had been inspired by John
Polidori’s The Vampyre; his presentation of this work at the Kunstakademie
caused several students to collapse in terror, earned him a severe reprimand—
and drew the approving eye of von Kreitz. The Fruits of Wrath, perhaps one of
Klappenburg’s most accomplished paintings, displays none of the showy the-
atricality of his earlier work; by 1854 he had become highly focused, even somber,
in his relentless quest for mastery of True Seeing. A highly interpretive portrayal
of the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, The Fruits of Wrath represents
Klappenburg’s increasing descent into pure abstraction: Here, the destructive
energy of vast, cosmic forces is manifested within the paint itself, which seems
to burn with a sulfurous glare. There is no image in the proper sense, only
massed, fractured lines of force that create a sense of intolerable pressure in
the beholder’s vision.
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William Prooder
1867–1889

The Emperor, Unseen
1889
Oil on linen

The only child of a Yorkshire butcher, William Prooder demonstrated a remark-
able facility for drawing from an early age, delighting in elaborately detailed
sketches of the interior of his father’s shop and its piled carcasses. As a student
at William Dodson’s Academy of Art, he had fared poorly, quickly tiring of the
repetitive exercises and uninspiring teaching methods of the staff, at whose
hands he often suffered. Shy and withdrawn, with pale, perpetually bruised-
looking features, Prooder was unusually devoted to Hugo Ayling, but seemed ill
at ease with von Kreitz and the other members of the group, especially Henry
Turling, whom he both loathed and feared.

Yet Prooder was a painter of uncommon skill. The still life’s traditional empha-
sis on mortality achieves a fevered apotheosis in his work, which features in-
creasingly elaborate, almost altar-like arrangements of butchered meat and fruit,
often in a state of near-putrefaction. His small, intricate canvases display an
intensely trompe l’oeil realism that drew gasps of amazement, as well as con-
sternation, from the Haywards’ guests. In The Emperor, Unseen, the composition
is centered on a mass of entrails and viscera from some unknown animal, sur-
rounded by scattered papers, a small prism, and several curious-looking instru-
ments. The scene is depicted in near-total darkness, illuminated only by pale,
bluish light that seems to emanate from a great distance. To the right looms a
monstrous bust, roughly carved from dark stone. The face of the figure is turned
away from us, but something about its general outlines is deeply unsettling.
Oddly, the bust’s shadow is inconsistent with the other objects in the painting,
and appears much more clearly defined.
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Henry Turling
English, 1860–1889

Knowledge
1888
Oil on canvas

The youngest son of a dissolute earl with a halfhearted involvement in the col-
lection of eighteenth-century etchings, Henry Turling had painted throughout his
youth without seeing art as anything more than a pleasant diversion. After being
sent down from Eaton for gambling, he became a regular habitué of several pri-
vate clubs in London. Seemingly on a lark, he submitted two paintings to the
Royal Academy and was accepted. As a student, Turling appeared indifferent to
painting but possessed an uncanny knack for caricature and satirical portraits
in the manner of Hogarth. A brusque, raw-boned individual capable of casual,
almost cheerful brutality, Turling nonetheless had the rare ability to catch the
essence of a subject in a few simple gestures. By the time of his introduction to
the group at Blane, Turling had become something of an inveterate gambler, and
his continued patronage of Soho’s gaming rooms resulted in his eventual expul-
sion from the academy.

As part of the New Tremor, Turling pushed the capabilities of portraiture to
unusual extremes. Knowledge, a painting some speculate was intended as a
portrait of von Kreitz, represents the culmination of Turling’s wholly singular
style, which in some ways anticipates the multiplying planes and untethered
contours of cubism. On initial inspection, the painting appears to have no sub-
ject at all; the viewer is confronted with an indecipherable tangle of unstable
lines—ragged bands of black, crimson, and umber vibrating in a somehow
fibrous-looking fog. However, as one’s eyes move across the painting, the waver-
ing outlines seem to shift, and a clear image of a seated figure appears—only to
vanish when gazed at directly. Even more unsettling, this fugitive impression is
inconsistent; in one moment, the man depicted seems youthful and full of a
fierce vitality; in the next, the figure seems horribly aged, marked by the livid
corruption of the grave. The effect could not be reproduced and Turling later
insisted that he did not recall how he had achieved it.
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THE NEW TREMOR

Toward the close of the 1800s, Victorian England found itself in the
midst of an upsurge of interest in all things mystical and arcane. The
occult was enjoying a new vogue among certain circles of the
wealthy and privileged. Dozens of Masonic lodges were appearing
throughout Europe, each professing some claim to esoteric traditions
that reached as far back as ancient Egypt. Prominent in these circles
were the Haywards, an old and extremely rich family from southern
England. Aside from their fantastic wealth, the Haywards were
known for their long-standing reputation for eccentricity and pur-
ported dalliance with magic and the occult.19 Most recently, the fam-
ily had been involved in the development of the Hermetic Order of
the Golden Dawn, an occult society perhaps best known for its most
infamous member, Aleister Crowley.

In the early 1880s, Baron Hoxton Hayward and his wife, Baroness
Asenath Hayward, had regularly hosted a number of the Golden
Dawn’s founders—including William Wynn Westcott and MacGregor
Mathers—at Blane, the Hayward country estate near Kent. By 1885,
however, the Haywards, whose interests seemed somewhat more
exotic than even Mathers’s and Westcott’s, had broken their ties with
the group, taking up with a much more radical circle of occult enthu-
siasts. The primary members of this group included a doctor of the-
ology named Arnold Gather, a mysterious and shabbily dressed indi-
vidual who referred to himself as “Lord” Wren, and Mrs. Octavia
Shell, a former actress who enjoyed great popularity among London’s
more Bohemian set.20 This vaguely sinister triumvirate quickly won
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19Allegedly, the infamous sixteenth-century mathematician and alchemist John Dee,
along with his assistant Edward Kelley (who claimed to communicate with angels),
had enjoyed the patronage of the Hayward family when the pair returned to England
after years of wandering Europe.
20It has been speculated that the woman depicted in Franz von Stuck’s infamous paint-
ing The Sin was Octavia Shell. The painter almost certainly met von Kreitz, and per-
haps Hugo Ayling, while on a brief, little-noted excursion to England in his twenty-
first year (the same year in which he was admitted to the School of Applied Arts in
Karlsruhe); the incident is mentioned in the third chapter of an unfinished and un-
titled autobiography:

To celebrate my birthday, I went (with my mother’s blessing) across
the sea to England, then directly to London and the Trismegistus
Bookstore. It was on my second day of haunting the Tris (as it was
known to its habitués) that at last I encountered the object of my voy-
age, the strange and terrible figure of Master von Kreitz, of whom I
had heard such extraordinary things. He was a man who seemed ever
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favor with the Haywards, and before long they had become semiper-
manent guests at Blane.21

In the course of their undertakings, Gather, Wren, and Shell had
become fixated upon the role that images might play in establishing
contact with other regions of existence. While the precise nature of
this role is not clear, it is evident that the group was deeply engaged
with this problem, so much so that they had taken under their col-
lective wing a young and gifted painter named Hugo Ayling, who had
recently left the Royal Academy under a cloud. Inexperienced and
impressionable, Ayling was easily seduced by the trio’s considerable
charm and promises of initiation into secret systems of knowledge.

It was shortly after their “acquisition” of Ayling in late 1886 that
the three occultists encountered a strange figure during one of their
periodic forays into the labyrinth of tiny bookstores, shuttered store-
fronts, and underground pubs that populated the shabby neighbor-
hoods near the British Museum. In the back room of a nameless
bookseller, they found themselves inexplicably drawn to a series of
anonymous charcoal sketches. A series of inquiries regarding the
artist’s identity eventually led them to a filthy back-alley flat inhab-
ited by a bent, scarred man dressed in worn and out-of-date clothing.
It was Reinhold von Kreitz.

How or when von Kreitz had arrived in England remains a mystery.
At the time of his encounter with the Blane occultists, the former
professor of the Schmidt-Bauern Kunstakademie was living in near
destitution, eking out a meager existence giving lectures to private
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just at the point of uttering some truth that would shock one to one’s
core. That afternoon, as he thrust at me book after book (shamefully,
none of which I could read), the Master inserted his ruined visage
into a space two inches before mine and hissed, “Do you not yet
understand that what is not painted has more spiritual significance
than what is? That we have it in our power to bring forth a new real-
ity?” Before I could respond (before I had time in which to tell him
an untruth), he produced a sketchbook of extraordinary size and gave
me to gaze upon some half dozen of its pages. Their contents have
marked me all of my life. Henceforth, I knew that one of Art’s essen-
tial burdens has always been the depiction if not the enacting of the
ever-shifting, ever-ungrounded, ambiguous contest between darkness
and light, the greater strength being always that in which darkness can
be seen to subsume the light. This was the case when I brought forth
The Wild Chase, Lucifer, and, in a portrait of a woman known to us
both, The Sin.” [Franz von Stuck, unfinished autobiography, trans.
P. Straub (unpublished, n.d.).]

21Unlike such groups as the Golden Dawn, Gather, Wren, and Shell appeared much
more interested in the applied study of those forms of ceremonial magic described in
such medieval texts as The Lesser Key of Solomon.
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audiences and selling “elevated views” of London landmarks from
a makeshift stall. Whatever strange cogs of fate had engineered it,
the chance meeting with Gather, Wren, and Shell was to provide von
Kreitz with yet another improbable reversal of his fortunes. Discov-
ering in the painter a kindred spirit, the three introduced him to
the Haywards; given the breadth of von Kreitz’s knowledge and the
nature of his ideas about art, it was not long before the baron and
baroness had him installed at Blane, where he was provided with his
own apartment and studio. It was at Blane that von Kreitz first met
Hugo Ayling, who at that time was working as an assistant to the
accomplished portraitist William Powell Frith.22

Over the course of the following months, Ayling brought a num-
ber of other artists to visit Blane. Three in particular—Henry Turling,
George Heathman, and William Prooder—fell under von Kreitz’s spell;
despite his appearance, he still retained much of his strange ability
to enthrall. Like Ayling, Turling and Heathman had been students
at the Royal Academy of Art, while Prooder was still a student at
William Dodson’s Academy of Art.

Much like their ill-fated predecessors in Mannheim, the young
British artists soon apprenticed themselves to von Kreitz, who wasted
no time in resuming the investigations that had been so violently
interrupted twenty-five years earlier. Christening the group the “New
Tremor,” von Kreitz began initiating his latest disciples into his
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22Despite Ayling’s expulsion from the Royal Academy for unspecified charges of
“decadence,” Frith had been so impressed with the young man’s painting and skill
that he readily took Ayling on as an apprentice. Within a year, however, Ayling was
spending more and more of his time at Blane, arriving at Frith’s studio disheveled and
distracted, his clothing in disarray, his manner slyly insubordinate. In an unpublished
fourth volume of journals, Frith records both his unalloyed admiration for Ayling’s
artistic abilities and his growing dismay at the evidence of his assistant’s gathering
dissipation:

I cared not that he had been expelled from the Academy, and even
less for his inversion. From the first, Ayling demonstrated great tech-
nical skill in the delicacy and shading of his brushwork, and within
months I had entrusted him with much more than the backgrounds
and passage-work of his initial tasks. With Ayling’s loyal and oft-
inspired assistance, I found myself capable of taking on a greater
number of commissions and fulfilling these with greater speed. Upon
occasion, I am unashamed to admit, I was in fact ravished by the
apprentice’s work. At several moments, I felt I had more to learn
from him than the reverse. Only when [Ayling] began to spend every
weekend at Blane did I begin to sense the dread presence of the inad-
missible whispering within my studio’s walls. [William Powell Frith,
Memoirs, Fourth Volume (unpublished manuscript in the collection
of Houghton Library, Harvard University, n.d.).]
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singular approach to painting. However, unlike the Mannheim group,
the English circle enjoyed the support of the Haywards’ generous
patronage, and with the active participation of Gather, Wren, and
Shell, the New Tremor was soon creating canvases that outstripped
the efforts of the earlier group in their ability to produce powerful
and unsettling effects on the viewer.23

THE EXHIBITION AT BLANE

In the autumn of 1889, invitations were sent out to select members
of London’s cultural elite, announcing a private exhibition at Blane
that was to showcase the recent efforts of “The New Brotherhood of
Das Beben.” The exhibition was the brainchild of von Kreitz, who
had deemed the time ripe to expose the group’s work to the rest of
the world.24 Some sense of the ambitions that the odd community at
Blane harbored for the exhibition may be found in a piece of corre-
spondence from Baron Hayward to his cousin Angus MacDonald,
who shared many of his proclivities. In a letter dated May 1, 1889,
Hayward wrote: “The work of our little group proceeds with a rapid-
ity that has exceeded even my most audacious imaginings. Increas-
ingly, they seem to work as one, like the five fingers of some great
Hand; by the close of the year, I feel certain we here at Blane shall be
exulting in the dawn of a New Age, a glorious revelation of darkness
founded on the purified ruins of the old world.”25
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23It was after viewing Ayling’s then work in progress, The Gathered Clan, that Frith
was finally forced to dismiss his apprentice:

I found myself for a moment unable to breathe before the queer mon-
strosity [The Gathered Clan], so greatly did I suffer the sensation
that its surface did in some impossible fashion contain movement. I
never before in my life endured so pronounced a sensation of wrong-
ness before a work of art. Though it ostensibly depicts a handsome
English family, servants, and their hangers-on, the true subject of the
painting seemed something altogether other: I sensed the approach of
a hot wind from some nameless region of torment and despair.

24For von Kreitz, the appearance of Jack the Ripper in London’s East End constituted
some mysterious sign for which he had apparently been waiting. The arrival of the
Ripper was a clear indication, von Kreitz told the younger painters, that the grand
fabric of the conventional world was slipping and losing coherence. “The Ripper,” von
Kreitz whispered, “is the palm leaf to our new Jerusalem, the mule on which we shall
ride into the transfigured City.”
25MacDonald took holy orders in 1892 and died four years later of mysterious causes
at the Monastery of St. Dunstan, in the words of his confessor Fr. Noyce, “shaking,
trembling, crying out in pain, and most grievously beseeching the Lord’s mercy.”
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Three new paintings by von Kreitz himself were to form the cen-
tral elements of the exhibition, which would include a number of
new works by Ayling, Prooder, Heathman, and Turling—among
them, Ayling’s latest painting, The Gathered Clan, a portrait of the
Haywards that had been commissioned by the baroness. The exhibi-
tion was to be held in Blane’s orangery, a large, vaulted space that had
been added to the south facade in 1802. Originally designed as a sec-
ondary gallery by Baron Hayward’s father, the orangery was some
hundred feet in length, with six large windows on the exterior wall
and fruit-bearing orange trees in planters positioned in the spaces
between them.

The exhibition at Blane was to have included the following works:
von Kreitz, The River-Bank, Nightfall, Krankhelm Island, Fog,
December, 1867, and The Contents of Forthold’s General Store,
Ebbe, Krankhelm Island, February, 1870; Turling, Mrs. Shell, With
Shears, Study for A.H., and In Esteemed Company; Heathman,
Over, Behind, Beneath and Rampant; Prooder, The Tyranny of
Time, The Emperor of the Unseen, and Our Lady of Sorrows;
Ayling, The Gathered Clan.

Several firsthand accounts of the exhibition from local guests who
visited Blane while the work was still being hung refer to a “drastic
and impatient” style, a tone that struck most commentators as
“angry, even rude,” and distortions of perspective that seemed forced
and unnatural. “Are these faces, approaching us in the island’s fog?”
asked a local writer, Benedick Worsthorne. “It is tempting to take
these worn, indistinct visages as mere swirls of vapor, or as those of
figures more spectral than human.” Arnold Trump, a critic from the
Kentishman who had come by for an early look, wrote, “Mr. von
Kreitz drains all substantiality from his paints, leaving us to guess at
whatever what strange and ill-meaning symbology lurks upon his
canvases. His island’s emporium seems empty of all goods but for
the mute yet wailing shades they left behind.” Of The River-Bank,
Nightfall, a local clergyman, the Canon Arthur Summerson, had
this to say: “Despite the grave innocence of its subject matter, the
painting feels like a pasteboard mask, which at any moment threatens
to peel away, revealing a terrifying vista of debasement.”

Excerpt from The Art of Rumor’s Legends, Burton
Purddry (Calais, Vermont: Ashton Press, 1927):

The eccentricities of von Kreitz’s “New Tremor” disciples
supposedly extended to the impossibilities of their effects. In
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their hands—those of Heathman and Ayling, at any rate—
objects and persons are said, as had earlier been claimed of
paintings by von Kreitz and Klappenburg, to be capable of
movement. George Heathman’s Rampant, a canvas of un-
usual shape, was described by a servant who assisted in the
mounting of the exhibition as “akin to the mail-slot of
the greatest post-box ever seen, nearly half a meter in height
and two in length.” (Letters from Persons of Various Stations
Resident at Blane, ed. Harald Hayward, Comfort Blanton,
1936.) Across the painting’s length was depicted a misty day
in a seaside village (thought to be Heathman’s hometown,
Folkestone); a brisk wind billows a series of tradesmen’s
awnings bearing the names of various shops. The servant
claimed that this painting caused him to feel “all swimmy”
whenever he looked at it. Two days after the fire, local writer
Arnold Trump, ever the faithful diarist, recorded (in tones of
amusement) that an elderly female Hayward relative who
was visiting Blane had taken him aside to complain that a
“horrid force” had threatened to thrust itself from between
the awnings depicted in the painting. “It wishes to be free,
and it intends us all great unhappiness!” she claimed.

In Hugo Ayling’s The Gathered Clan, considered by some
to be the finest of the “New Tremor” paintings (and their sole
survivor), the Hayward family stands posed before the impos-
ing facade of Blane. Behind and to the left of the family, the
uniformed staff stands ranked in a wedge. A good distance to
the right of the family, there are four odd people in two equal
groups. (Many generations of Haywards had been interested
in the occult, and these some of the leading figures of the
time.) Between the two groups there is a black-hooded figure,
moving forward. The same elderly relative reported to Trump
that, overnight, this figure had moved forward by a quarter of
an inch, perhaps a bit more, and that its goal was clearly to
move out of the painting altogether. It wished to escape into
the world, she was certain, where it would manifest the sick-
ness already to be sensed within the surface of the painting.
“What is terrible,” she told Trump, “is that poor, unwell Mr.
Ayling possesses a wondrous talent and his painting would be
exceeding beautiful—were it not for the moral illness that
corrupts the whole.”

Although Ayling’s masterpiece does survive, we have no
opportunity to determine whether the black-cowled figure
has indeed escaped the painting. For more than five decades,
The Gathered Clan has been locked within a temperature-
controlled, light-sensitive vault beneath the Milwaukee Art
Museum, the object of an ongoing legal dispute between
American factions of the Hayward family.
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THE SECOND FIRE

At approximately 12:45 p.m. on Saturday, October 13, 1889, the day
after an unofficial reception for the Haywards’ inner circle, a fire
broke out in the orangery. The “Second Fire,” as it came to be
known, killed von Kreitz, Prooder, Turling, and Heathman, along
with two of the Haywards’ servants. It destroyed a third of the house,
including the orangery, and consumed the entire collection of Das
Beben paintings housed there, with the sole exception of Ayling’s
The Gathered Clan.26

Speculation suggested that the blaze might have begun as a result
of sunlight, magnified by a pane of glass, falling upon a painter’s oily
rag left unnoticed behind an easel. (A servant later claimed she had
seen “a sort of rainbow” glinting from an upper window of the orangery
shortly before the fire.) Whatever the cause, the flames spread almost
instantly to the entire row of paintings and onto the wall behind
them, proceeding rapidly into the scullery and kitchen, then down
the hallway, engulfing the ceiling and rising into the floor above. The
entire western half of Blane, some twenty-one rooms, was reduced
to a mass of charred beams and twisted metal rising out of the wine
cellar. The remains of von Kreitz, Turling, Heathman, and Prooder
were eventually found in the ruins of the orangery.

AFTERMATH

In the wake of the disaster, the Haywards and most of their remain-
ing staff returned to London, taking up occupancy in their residence
in Eaton Square, where Baron Hayward immediately began drawing
up plans for the reconstruction of Blane.

Gather, Wren, and Shell all survived the conflagration. As though
warned in advance, the three had returned to London only a few
hours before the fire started. Without a ripple, they vanished back
into the strange London underworld from which they had emerged.27
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26Hugo Ayling owes his survival, and that of The Gathered Clan, to the accident of
his having fallen asleep beneath his easel on the lawn at the front of the estate, where
he had taken the canvas for the purpose of making some final adjustments.
27Eight years later Mrs. Shell would reappear as the fiancée of the prominent
Conservative politician Lord Auric Twysdon. Her “ageless beauty” was much
remarked upon, as was her bewitching charm. Upon the death of her husband in 1905,
the wealthy Lady Twysdon removed herself to America, where she was reunited with
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Masterless and destitute, Hugo Ayling, the last remaining member
of Das Beben, descended quickly into poverty and poor health. In
1894, he was apprehended wandering London’s East End, half-naked
and incoherent. Deemed mentally unsound by a court physician,
Ayling was dispatched to Bethlem Hospital (Bedlam), an institution
for the criminally insane. There, as though by some secret joke of
fate, he was given the cell previously occupied by the painter and
patricide Richard Dadd.28

At Bethlem, Ayling painted inoffensive depictions of the sunlight
entering his cell through its single windows, remembered landscapes
of his childhood, and intricately detailed “portraits,” as he called
them, of the large, dark individual stones in his cell’s walls. Upon re-
lease, Ayling moved into the slums and estaminets of South London,
where, for the last years of his life, he survived in dire poverty, drawing
illustrations for broadsides and works of erotic literature published
by Pego Press, Peckham Rye. In the first several years of the twen-
tieth century, he met and briefly became a mentor to the talented but
eccentric young painter Austin Osman Spare. It was at some point
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“Lord” Wren in the city of Climax, Michigan. The pair went on to found Aetherism,
an authoritarian religious cult. [Rodney Messner, We Were Aetheric (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Sephiroth Publications, 1919).]
28Richard Dadd had likely been an influence on von Kreitz and the painters of the New
Tremor. Prior to the second fire, von Kreitz had informed Baron Hayward that “chief
amongst the works of art to survive into the glorious Dark Age to come” was Dadd’s
masterpiece, The Fairy Feller’s Master-Stroke. Von Kreitz had apparently visited
Dadd in Bethlem sometime after his arrival in the UK. Curiously, in his former life,
Dadd had been an accomplished graduate of the Royal Academy, and a member of
“The New Clique” of British painters, along with none other than Hugo Ayling’s later
employer, William Powell Frith. Von Kreitz also referred to a specific paragraph from
Dadd’s autobiographical musings upon the great transformative event of his life, a
lengthy 1842 tour of Egypt with his patron, Sir Thomas Phillips:

On my return from travel, I was roused to a consideration of subjects
which I had previously never dreamed of, or thought about, connect-
ed with self; and I had such ideas that, had I spoken of them openly,
I must, if answered in the world’s fashion, have been told I was unrea-
sonable. I concealed, of course, these secret admonitions. I knew not
whence they came, although I could not question their propriety, nor
could I separate myself from what appeared my fate. My religious
opinions varied and do vary from the vulgar; I was inclined to fall in
with the views of the ancients, and to regard the substitution of mod-
ern ideas thereon as not for the better. These and the like, coupled
with an idea of a descent from the Egyptian god Osiris . . . [Patricia
Alleridge, The Late Richard Dadd: 1817–1866 (London: Tate Gallery,
1974), pp. 22–23.]

“Had Dadd but brought his art into greater alignment with his concealed thoughts
and considerations,” von Kreitz told the baron, “he would have ended not in a mad-
house but on a throne.”
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during this period that Ayling composed Thoughts in Motley, a
small chapbook filled with strange and disconnected ramblings.

Ayling followed his brethren of the New Tremor into the darkness
sometime between 1905 and 1907 (Spare is said to have paid for his
burial). Ayling’s single masterpiece, The Gathered Clan, was hung
in the restored orangery at Blane in 1892. It remained in place until
1910, when it was stolen, along with nearly half the family’s valu-
ables, by Baron Hayward’s youngest son Haxton, who slipped away
with his treasures to America.29

CONSIDERING THE INFLUENCE OF DAS BEBEN

It is difficult to determine what sort of yardstick should be used to
measure the role that Das Beben played in the history of nineteenth-
century painting. The fact of their destruction appears conclusive,
and the near complete expunging of their works from the scrutiny of
history would seem to preempt the question of any lasting contribu-
tion. And yet there have been ripples, subtle echoes in the subsequent
course of events in which might be detected some faint whisper of the
“hot wind” of which Frith had written. Despite the group’s secretive
nature and the brevity of its two short appearances on the stage of
the nineteenth century, its story does intersect frequently with the
lives of better-known figures.30 Clearly, the handful of artists and
writers who had the luck or misfortune of beholding the work of Das
Beben firsthand retained an indelible impression of the experience—
though what effect these impressions were to have on later develop-
ments is hard to say. Considered in the annihilating light of events
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29According to the Rice Lake Telegraph of August 13, 1930, Haxton Hayward was
murdered by a never-identified man “in a Stetson hat and box-back coat.” Following
his death, the painting passed into the hands of his American family, where it spent
two decades in the cellar of Robert Hayward’s house on North Forty-Fourth Street in
Milwaukee. The painting languished in his cellar until it was claimed by his ex-wife,
Margaret (Margot) Hayward Mountjoy, who attempted to have it installed in a private
art gallery established by her millionaire husband, Harry Mountjoy. Rejected by
Mr. Mountjoy as “too bizarre,” the painting was given to a cousin, Tillman Hayward,
who hung it in the den of his house in Columbus, Ohio. In 1958, Tillman Hayward’s
wife loaned The Gathered Clan—without her husband’s knowledge or consent—to
the Milwaukee Art Gallery, where, claimed as personal property by both Margot and
Tillman in a pair of contesting lawsuits, it has remained locked in storage ever since,
unseen.
30Franz Marc (1880–1916), one of the founders of the Blaue Reiter group, had heard tales
of von Kreitz from his father, Wilhelm Marc, a landscape painter briefly under his
spell. In his unpublished autobiography, Fruchtbares Leben eines Kunstlers, the elder
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that would soon be ushered into the world with the arrival of the
twentieth century, it becomes harder not to entertain the notion—
if only for a moment—that perhaps Das Beben had, through some
undreamt-of manner, at least partially succeeded in its goals.

One passage in Ayling’s otherwise indecipherable book offers a
possibly prophetic glimpse of what was to come: “There shall be
Wildness, and Colours wrested out of nature & tortured & whipped
to their extremes into an extremity of Expression, and there shall be
a Torment of Shapes depicted that have no names, but only Colours,
and there shall be Images of pure Colour, intense and blazing Colour,
Colour floating upon the Void, a blazing Light that Consumes all it
touches. In all of these shapes and torments I see the hand of that
demon, von Kreitz.”
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Marc describes “the many occasions [when] I told my art-smitten little boy of my few
but profound meetings with Master von Kreitz, both in Mannheim and Munich, the
cities where I sought him out. I was never a philosopher, and much of what the great
painter told me I did not have the capacity to understand. Of contradiction, which he
found essential to ‘true sight,’ his master goal and central teaching, I grasped little. Yet
I believed wholeheartedly with him that painting of such true sight would be capable
of altering in some way the material of fact. Any person who has been stirred to tears
when beholding a great and speaking work of art knows this to be true.”
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